PRODUCT DATA: POWDER
FILLER
DESCRIPTION:
White powder for putty, this product is recommended to fill
holes, cracks and other imperfections..
APPLICATION
Product suitable for interior.
PROPERTIES AND CHARACTERISTICS
COLOUR: Natural white
ASPECT: fine texture powder
DENSITY: 2.5 kg/l
DRYIN TIME: Approx.3 hours each layer .
CAUTIONS:
Do not apply under 5ºC or over 50ºC in the
sun.
Keep containers out of direct radiation.
Keep out of reach of children.

We assume no liability
if the result is affected
by factors beyond our
control. The user
should check that the
product supplied fits
the needs for which it
is intended and must
perform a preliminary
test if necessary.
The information
contained in this form
should be used like a
guide but not like a
warranty. For more
information in relation
to safety and
environment, see data
safety sheet of the
product

PRODUCT DATA: POWDER
FILLER
INSTRUCTIONS:
Add to each kilo of product 400 ml of warm water, mix until you obtain a
homogeneous paste
Mix with water adding 400 ml of warm water for each kilogram of PRODEPA
POWDER FILLER.
The mixture can be performed manually or mechanically using an electric
mixer.
For the filling of cavities, it is recommended to use a medium size spatula ,
which allows to press well into the hollow. Whenever possible, make sure that
the width of the spatula is slightly greater than the size of the cavity.
Regarding smoothing surfaces, it is advisable to always do it vertically from
bottom to top. Always place excess material and then remove the excess.
When the material dries, sand and then apply another layer of plaster
horizontally from right to left.
For a flawless finish, the surface should be sanded after the second layer and
painted with PRODEPA paint.
PACKAGING:
Packet: 1 Kg or 5 Kg and bags: 15 Kg

